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Lesson Objectives:

1.) Learn the 3 essential elements of compelling change 
and stakes

2.) Identify a compelling potential change and stakes to get 
your customers to act NOW

3.) Identify a compelling villain to rally customers against













“The insight is in understanding that perception of 
time—not just money, not just features, not just 
narrative—is actually the driving force of what is 

happening when we try to change minds.” 

— Seth Godin  





The most effective change narratives identify a change 
that has already taken place.



1.) Real
2.) Relevant
3.) Risky

3 Elements of Compelling Change



Mine Your Industry & Interviews For 
Common Changes

1.) How were things different?
2.) What were the struggling with?
3.) What is the commonality?
4.) How has the industry changed?
5.) What is the industry already talking about?



Elements to Consider 

1.) Results that are diminishing and why
2.) Risks incurred
3.) Obsolete processes
4.) Systemic changes in the industry
5.) How the technology or innovation disrupts the status 

quo
6.) How society or culture has changed 



The Stakes

Result and fallout of the change. 

The change should leave winners and losers in its wake.























Return to Your Customer Insights & Research









The 3 Elements of a Compelling Villain

1.) The thing that inhibits change and exacerbates pain
2.) Common to all customers
3.) Relevant to demand type







Questions to Identify Your Villain

1.) What is the cause of their pain?
2.) What stands in the way?
3.) What is the shared cause of frustration?



How Your Demand Type Affects Your 
Villain

1.) New Concept. Must anchor against something they 
know & lead the market.

2.) New paradigm. Must be provocative and have a strong 
villain.

3.) Established category. Can experiment with both.



Return to Your Customer Insights & Research







Assignment: 

List potential change and stakes on your positioning canvas. 

List potential villains.

Consider your demand type when listing top potentials.



Lesson Recap:

1.) Effective change and stakes is real, relevant, and risky.
2.) Villain’s should be common to all customers and stand 

in the way of change. 
3.) How you use change and stakes will vary based on 

demand type



Lesson Resources:

● Post links to tools, templates, or other resources here.  


